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Rationale: Sample acquisition must be verified prior to departure to ensure the minimum sample 

mass has been collected and to support the decision to make a second (and third) sampling 

attempt. 

Status: SR-M Required for Minimum Sample Return. The TAG Reconstruct report is an input to 

OKDP-3 Stow Sample decision. 

Data Sources: TAGSAM, Spacecraft, OCAMS 

Data Products: TAG Reconstruction Report 

Working Group: Regolith Development 

Data Product Lead: Kevin Walsh 

Summary of Requirement: 

TAG Reconstruct is a Science Team effort to determine the asteroid response to the spacecraft 

interaction with its surface. This effort, the “Science Team TAG Reconstruction”, is formalized 

as a Data Product, with critical pieces to be delivered by the Regolith Development Working 

Group (RDWG) to the PI seven days post-TAG. The TAG Reconstruction consists of three 

levels of assessment. 

The first assessment must be part of the baseline plan leading up to the Sampling Success 

Review. This plan should include quick turnaround 1 week or less) assessment of the TAG event 

to determine the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect the baseline mass of 

material. This analysis will be presented in conjunction with the TAG Reconstruction from the 

spacecraft, along with the results of the moment of inertia measurements and TAGSAM imaging 

campaign, in determining whether or not to stow the sample in the SRC. 

The second assessment will only occur in the event that the previous analyses suggests that a 

second TAG attempt is needed. In this case, this team must compile all relevant data to inform us 

as to why the first attempt was unsuccessful and to produce data products that will improve our 

safety and sampleability maps. 

The final assessment will take place over an extended period of time after sample stowage with 

the intent of understanding the nature of regolith on Bennu for scientific inquiry. 

Data Products Required: 

    Video of TAG (MRD-380) 

    In-focus images of TAGSAM Contact Surface (MDR-586) 

    Estimate of collected surface sample area (MRD-190a) 

    TAGSAM telemetry 

    NavCam imagery 

    TAG Force Reconstruction: 



Ability/Availability of the System to Generate Sufficient Observations: 

The system is capable of generating all necessary input data for this effort. 

Minimum Success Criteria: 

The minimum success criterion is to determine the likelihood that sufficient material was 

mobilized during TAG to collect the baseline mass of material. The three algorithms described 

below can each deliver an estimate of the likelihood of successful sampling and thus completing 

any one of the three would provide minimum success. The risk of obscured imaging post-TAG 

demands that #1 or #3 are completing in conjunction with #2 to provide a minimum success 

criteria. 

Dependencies per Mission Phase: 

All data sets are produced following TAG. 

Adequacy of the DRM: 

The DRM describes the imaging campaign at TAG in enough detail to know the total data flow 

well enough for planning. 

Data Products per Mission Phase: 

All data products for TAG Reconstruct are produced after TAG. 

Overview of Processing: 

All data products are processed before being ingested. The TAGSAM telemetry is a derived 

product described by OIA_ORX_016_TAG_Processed_Telemetry that describes the forces felt 

by the spacecraft during TAG - the TAG-FORCE product. 

The atlas of numerical modeling outcomes is fully constructed before TAG and used as a 

reference. 

The imaging is processed by IPWG - see Video of TAG. 

Provenance of Algorithms, Software and Techniques: 

The TAG Reconstruct Process is described in the TAG Reconstruct Plan. The process is broken 

into three broad steps: 

1. Sampleability Assessment: Once the precise location of TAG is determined, analysis of the 

variables required for a Sampleability assessment will be measured with the highest-resolution 

data (Tilt, PSFD, Min and Max grain size). Updates to these values will be used in a new 

Sampleability calculation - identical to the algorithm described in the Site-Specific Sampleability 

Map. 

2. Before/After Imaging:  The TAGSAM imaging campaign consists of 189 SamCam images 

from Checkpoint through Backaway, with a maximum imaging rate of 3 images/5sec from 5m to 

TAG+10sec. These will directly observe the TAG site during TAG. The product is an 



interpretation of the best before-after imaging sequence/pair to estimate the depth/shape of the 

indent/crater on the surface of Bennu (see Video of TAG) . This will be combined with an 

estimate of material relocated to derive an upper bound on the material ingested. 

3. Modeling of S/C behavior to infer sampling success: This effort relies on comparison of an 

"atlas" of numerical modeling outcomes with the LM-provided TAG-FORCE data. The 

numerical modeling effort is underway (as of May-2016), but the September-2016 milestone 

includes a preliminary atlas of modeling outcomes. Similarly the development of the TAG-

FORCE is underway, with the expected delivered data to complement the outcomes of the 

numerical modeling. The numerical codes are being rigorously calibrated currently, with great 

success, so this aspect of TAG Reconstruct is progressing well. 

Expected/Simulated Data: 

There is extensive modeling underway for this product - by groups at Colorado and Maryland - 

overseen by RDWG. This data will assist in building the final algorithms. 

 

Dan Scheeres and Paul Sanchez submitted an abstract at LPSC in 2013 presenting work on 

TAGSAM shaped solid objects penetrating granular material. Their work is approaching 

publication status. Their simulations currently include relevant material properties for the 

granular medium (coefficients of friction, cohesion, and an adjustable size distribution of 

particles and cohesion), and in some simulations include the entire 6-degree of freedom for the 

penetrator/TAGSAM. Work has been done to include the Pogo-Spring behavior. 

 

Derek Richardson, Patrick Michel and Ron Ballouz (student of Richardson) are working with the 

numerical code, pkdgrav, producing models of TAGSAM shaped objects impacting a bed of 

granular material. This model has similar properties for the granular material as above. Their 

recent simulations include 400,000 particles, where simulation parameters constrained by Angle 

of Friction, wave propagation speed (Wada et al. 2006), compression tests to match Poisson 

ratios and Young’s modulus. These then matched laboratory impacts from Holsapple in Dry 

Sand, Damp Sand and Glass beads in 1-g and experiments from Colwell et al. (2003) in micro-g. 

 

Both groups will deliver a preliminary "atlas" of numerical modeling outcomes. Current efforts 

are developing tools to model the S/C interaction with the surface of Bennu with particular focus 

on how changing surface properties affects the S/C telemetry outcome. While these tools are 

being built in Phase C/D/E, the short time frame of the First Assessment does not leave 

significant time for utilizing to model significant new parameter sets post-TAG. Rather, they will 

be used to produce this “Atlas” of modeling outcomes that can be used as a reference during this 

short window of time. Thus, in many ways, an “Atlas” of numerical modeling results is a 

product, or data set, in the hands of the TAG Reconstruct team during this entire First 

Assessment of TAG Reconstruct. 



 

Analysis & Verification Methods: 

The numerical modeling is being compared directly with laboratory measurements done for the 

mission by Keith Holsapple as part of the TAG Reconstruct project. 

We are using low-velocity impact experiments in 1-g and micro-g into a wide range of granular 

materials to calibrate the numerical models (numerical models explained above in 

"Expected/Simulated Data"). Keith Holsapple made a number of measurements on a series of 

analog materials in his lab to serve as calibrations for his numerical continuum models and the 

granular mechanics modelers. The numerical modeling groups (mentioned above) have used 

these laboratory results to calibrate their code in 2016. The 15-May-2016 milestone reports show 

close matches to the laboratory data.  

The Sampleability Algorithm is derived empirically from Laboratory characterization of the 

Sampling device as a function of tilt, PSFD, min and max grain size.  

 

A TAG Reconstruct OPIE is planned in Phase E to fully validate this process and associated 

interfaces. 

 

Existing or Potential Liens: 

Closure on Lien-RD-1: RDWG had the final meeting and data was delivered from Ryan Olds at 

LM on 03-05-2019. RDWG looked at the data and it was synthetic data suitable to test the TAG 

Reconstruct process. 

 

    Lien-RD-1: Lien on the MSA: Verification of timely delivery and synthetic data from ATLO 

to test the TAG Reconstruct Process. UPDATE: This is being addressed through the continuing 

TAGFORCE process between RDWG and LM. The outcome of this is likely to be an updated 

OIA, and a prescription for delivery of simulated S/C data in numerous TAG scenarios in a data 

package identical to that which is set out in the OIA and to be delivered after TAG for TAG 

Reconstruct.  

 

Closure on Lien-RD-2 : The preliminary "atlas" of numerical modeling of TAG outcomes were 

delivered by the CU and UMD groups before launch in 2016. This atlas is a complete set of 

nominal scenarios. 

    Lien-RD-2: Lien on the RDWG: Preliminary "atlas" of numerical modeling of TAG is part of 

a September-2016 milestones - and thus not yet delivered. Progress made in most recent 

milestones was excellent. 



Lien-RD-3: Lien on TAGSAM: Relies on Sampleability Assessment - which itself is still waiting 

on TAGSAM characterization outcomes to be finalized. 

 

    Closure on Lien-RD-3 : Phase I of Sampleability Characterization was delivered in Spring of 

2017 (presented at the STM in Tucson by Bierhaus). This data allowed RDWG to construct and 

implement a Sampleability Algorithm that is derived in a quantitative way from laboratory 

experiments of the TAG head sampling performance.  

SPOC Requirements: 

Ingesting the TAG Processed Telemetry - OIA_ORX_016_TAG_Processed_Telemetry 

External Interfaces 

Ingesting the TAG Processed Telemetry - OIA_ORX_016_TAG_Processed_Telemetry from 

LM. 

RDWG-SPOC ICD 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------- 

 

To produce an answer to “the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect the 

baseline mass of material”, requires two separate questions be addressed: 

1) How much material was mobilized? 

•       Determine TAG head penetration depth and translation motion during contact with Bennu. 

2) How does sample collection amount correlate with amount of material mobilized on Bennu? 

•       A recalculation of the Sampleability algorithm with updated parameters from SamCam 

imagery would provide a zeroth order estimate. 

•       Estimate sampling success as a function of material mobilization, which is primarily 

determined by penetration depth (and possibly gas release).  - A slightly tuned Sampleability 

algorithm - 

Measured Sub-Products: 

·      S/C telemetry - IMU readings of the deceleration of the S/C.  

·      TAG telemetry - POGO switch outputs. 

·      SamCam imaging 

o   Before/after images of the TAG location – IPWG video of TAG. 

o   TAG head size over time – pixel size of TAG. 



·      GNC Lidar Telemetry. 

o   Lidar range over time. 

o   Lidar topographic profiles from full-frame images. 

·      NavCam imaging (We need to verify if we will have access to these data) 

Derived Sub-Products: 

·      Material mobilized – combine all derived values to make this estimation. 

·      TAG Penetration Depth – combine derived values and modeling. 

·      CFS Compression – combine derived values and modeling. 

·      TAG translational motion during TAG – derived from S/C telemetry. 

·      Backscatter – estimates on backscatter via NavCam and Lidar (We need to verify if we will 

have access to these data) 

·      Sampleability Map algorithm estimate – recalculated post-TAG. 

 

  

 

Derived Value: Sampling success 

•       Similar to the Sampleability Map, which is defined to estimate sampling success as a 

function of  particle size frequency distribution, maximum and minimum grain size and the tilt. 

•       While those values are all measured for the sample site before TAG, here we will have the 

derived value of penetration depth. 

•       Nominally the inclusion of penetration depth provides an additional parameter with which 

to estimate sampling success from the TAGSAM Characterization Testbed and also numerical 

modeling. 

•       The proposed algorithm is a similar functional calculation of sampling success based on the 

same inputs as Sampleability, with the inclusion of penetration depth. 

Derived Value: Amount of mobilized material 

•       The amount of mobilized material is simply defined as the volume of the crater or 

indentation caused by the TAG-event. 

•       For cases where no visible inspection is possible, this value is a combination of the derived 

penetration depth and the derived translational motion. 



•       This value is calculated independently by visual inspection of SamCam imaging of the 

TAG site, or derived values of penetration depth and translational motion. 

•       This derived value depends on (Penetration Depth, CFS compression, TAG translational 

motion). 

Derived Value: Penetration depth 

•       The penetration depth is the distance below the surface penetrated by the TAG head. 

•       The derivation of this value is calculated independently by visual inspection of SamCam 

imaging of the TAG site, or derived from the amount of compression of the CFS and 

interpretation of IMU output related to numerical modeling outcomes. 

•       This derived value depends on (SamCam imaging, S/C telemetry – IMUs, Numerical 

modeling, Derived CFS compression). 

Derived Value: CFS compression 

•       The compression of the CFS is closely related to penetration depth for nominal scenarios. 

•       Determining the compression of the CFS may provide an indirect method to constrain the 

depth of penetration 

•       The POGO switch provides a direct, but coarse, measurement of compression amount. 

•       ~2cm, and then ~13cm later is indicated. 

•       Other proposed methods, 

•       TAG head pixel size in SamCam images 

•       1cm difference in range at 2m results in 2 pixels difference in size 

•       Lidar ranging (We need to verify if we will have access to these data) 

•       Calibrated Force of CFS as function of compression 

•       This derived value depends on (SamCam imaging, TAG Telemetry – POGO Switch, 

Lidar). 
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1. Summary 

An OSIRIS-REx task is proposed to develop TAG-FORCE, a dynamical analysis tool for force 

profile reconstruction from the asteroid contact Touch-And-Go (TAG) event. TAG-FORCE 

supports existing plans under both Operations and long-term scientific research. [1] In this 

proposal, an approach is presented for the non-trivial problem of reconstructing asteroid contact 

forces from received telemetry, including the specific challenge of reconstructing sample head 

motion and POGO spring compression. A work plan for execution is shown. The approach will 

result in strong support of TAG mission success as well as fruitful research collaboration. 
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Due to the scope of developing the robust method as proposed here, the suggestion is to perform 

the task as a CR-1 change request. 

2. TAG-FORCE End Users 

TAG-FORCE supports real-time operations during the TAG mission phase, and enables long-

term science research. 

• TAG Operations: 

o Support TAG first assessment: provide immediate reconstruction of force profile, 

to support second-attempt decision and related planning. 

• Science: 

o The science community will use asteroid contact force profiles to validate asteroid 

surface models and refine parameter values. 

o TAG-FORCE will facilitate collaboration. Researchers can work with Lockheed’s 

TAG-FORCE engineers to design special case runs or feature enhancement. Joint 

research will be performed. 

3. TAG-FORCE Description 

3.1 The Problem 

The OSIRIS-REx spacecraft is a coupled multi-body system, and its dynamics during TAG are 

non-trivial. Refer to Ref. [2], Lockheed’s report in response to NASA Goddard RFA 10, which 

shows a fundamental presentation of these dynamics for a simplified spacecraft model, as well as 

a validation study of the actual model used in TAG Verification analysis. 

Reconstruction of the TAG event must incorporate these non-trivial spacecraft dynamics 

accurately, if it is to be reliable. For the same reason, scientific investigation of asteroid surface 

properties using TAG data must also employ the true spacecraft dynamics. 

3.2 The Solution 

TAG-FORCE takes as inputs, the spacecraft telemetry provided from the TAG event. These 

inputs are used to reconstruct spacecraft dynamics and solve for asteroid contact forces, in a 

process to be discussed shortly. The output is a time history of forces acting on the TAGSAM 

sample head derived from these inputs. 

One challenge identified in preliminary study is reconstruction of sample head motion. This 

challenge and the approach to overcoming it are discussed in Sections 3.2.2 and 4.2.4. 
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A summary of TAG-FORCE functionality is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 TAG-FORCE functional summary 

 

Inputs OSIRIS-REx Flight GN&C Data during TAG 

 Accelerometer 

AD rate, attitude 

Thruster firing on-times; and/or, virtual accelerometer (VA) 

Wheel tachometer readings 

Pogo deflection triggers 

Outputs Reconstructed force and torque histories at sample head 

Method 2 step process 

Step 1 Reconstruct first-cut force/torque profiles using explicit dynamical 

equations based on a simplified spacecraft model. 

Step 2 Use a numerical optimizer and the high fidelity OREX dynamics model to 

achieve precise results. 
 

 

A set of 3-D force vectors �� and torque vectors �� at a time instant ��, � ∈ �	, �, �, can fully 

represent the net effects of any force distribution acting on the sample head. Researchers 

employing detailed contact models will be justified to assume any force distributions consistent 

with the net forces and moments provided by TAG-FORCE. 

A conceptual illustration of these force outputs is shown in Figure 1. 

Acceptable accuracy may be possible by disregarding the moment contribution on the sample 

head, i.e. assuming all moments �� are zero. It will be determined in the study if this simpler 

approach is acceptable (i.e. if the contribution of forces acting off-center on the sample head 

adds negligibly to the dynamics). The discussion here assumes the solution of forces and 

moments on the sample head. For brevity, the forces and moments are sometimes refered to 

simply as a “force profile”. 

 
 

Figure 1 TAG-FORCE outputs. Left: asteroid contact 3-D force and moment history on sample head. Right: Time 

trajectory of forces (and moments if needed) over set of time points ���. 
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3.2.1 Wrist motion 

The sample head may rotate on the wrist during TAG, and will not have a fixed orientation 

relative to the body. It is expected that at least in first cut, wrist rotation will be disregarded in 

the TAG-FORCE model. This will affect TAG-FORCE results only to the extent that wrist 

rotation affects system inertia, which is small. Similar to the previous point, this will allow 

researchers to consider force distributions and wrist motions consistent with the body-fixed 

forces provided. In subsequent iterations, wrist rotation may be added to the TAG-FORCE 

model, if warranted. 

3.2.2 Sample head motion reconstruction 

No telemetry is available that fully captures the independent motion of the sample head during 

TAG, specifically the sliding motion enabled by the pogo spring bearing. A trigger fires when 

the pogo first compresses, and this is captured in telemetry. However, this does not provide a 

complete history of sample head motion over the TAG event. Therefore, sample head motion 

must become an additional unknown in the problem. 

The complication this presents to the estimation of asteroid contact forces is significant. 

However, it is expected that the problem can be overcome using one or more approaches. Further 

details are discussed in Section 4.2.4. 

4. Technical Discussion 

The heart of TAG-FORCE is the identification of forces and moments on the sample head at 

each time step that best satisfy the available flight data. In the context of a dynamical simulation 

of OSIRIS-REx asteroid contact, this is most obviously done by building into the dynamics 

numerical integrator a function that solves for the unknown force and moment inputs at each 

time step to satisfy the required system states, determined from GN&C telemetry data. To do this 

requires an analytical model of the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft dynamics during asteroid contact. 

A similar dynamical model was developed to respond to the NASA Goddard RFA 10 from the 

GN&C CDR. This model is described in Ref. [2]. It will be adjusted to meet the needs of TAG-

FORCE, as described in the next section. 

4.1 Low fidelity dynamics model 

A low-fidelity OSIRIS-REx dynamics model was built to respond to NASA Goddard’s RFA 10 

from the OSIRIS-REx GN&C CDR. This low-fidelity model must be extended in the following 

ways to enable the identification of contact forces as described here: 
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1. Extend motion from 2-D to 3-D. 

2. Extend asteroid contact model from a 2-D force, to a 3-D force and a 3-D moment. 

The low fidelity TAG model is shown in Figure 2. This model compared to excellent accuracy 

(within 3% on final state values) to the high fidelity model running under comparable conditions. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 OSIRIS-REx first principles dynamical model developed under NASA RFA 10 [1]. 

 

4.2 Force profile reconstruction 

4.2.1 Setup 

Given the dynamical model above, a description of the main points of the force profile 

reconstruction is as follows. Creating the required dynamical model and solving for the equations 

to recreate contact forces is part of the proposed work. Only the main approach is shown here. 

The S/C will start at a state determined from flight data slightly before asteroid contact, to 

include: position in asteroid frame; velocity; attitude and rotation rate; and with the POGO in the 

pre-contact configuration. The S/C equations of motion will be integrated at each time step. 

Known dynamical inputs will be the activity of each of the sixteen ACS thrusters, whose flight 

observable is thruster on-time per FSW cycle. The unknown dynamical inputs are the net forces 

and moments due to asteroid contact at the TAGSAM sample head. 

Smoothing of all flight trajectory data (e.g. gyro, accelerometer, etc.) will be necessary. 

However, true rough edges in the data, e.g corresponding to asteroid contact, must be preserved. 

A high-order polynomial fit and/or manual methods may be required. 
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4.2.2 Solution 

The following solution process is applied at each time step within the numerical integrator, to 

arrive at force and moment solutions over the time history. It is based on a spacecraft dynamical 

model similar to the one from RFA 10, but extended to full 3-D motion. 

The spacecraft design allows for seven independent motion coordinates. These are �� (� ∈
�	, �, �), the spacecraft bus inertial velocity elements; ��, the spacecraft angular rate elements; 

and ���, which refers to the sliding of the sample head along the pogo spring linear bearing. With 

dynamical equations for these seven variables, spacecraft motion is modeled. 

Note that these are all velocity-level variables. Let all seven variables be arranged in a vector 

denoted �� : �� = ��� , �� , �� , ��, ��, ��, �����. Position-level variables (time integrals of �� ) can be 

denoted by �. Equations of motion will take the form: 

 ���, �� �� + !��, �� �" = #��, �� ��$ + %��, �� � (1)

� is a vector of three unknown forces and three unknown moments ��, �� at the sample head. " 

is a vector of known forces and moments from the spacecraft ACS. The right-hand side, 

#��, �� ��$ + %��, �� �, describes the spacecraft kinematics. 

Normally, the model would be used to solve for �$  given � and ", which allows spacecraft 

equations of motion to be integrated over time. In this case, however, a time history of both 

�� ���� and �$ ���� will be derived from spacecraft telemetry. The required �$ ���� will then be used 

to solve for the unknown forces and moments ����� at each time step. 

Roughly speaking, the actual content of these seven motion equations is described as follows. 

This discussion is to convey intuition, not to provide strict definitions. The first three equations 

describe “F=ma” for the system and explicitly involve the asteroid contact forces: 

 ������ = &'���� −)�*+, (2)

Forces due to the ACS system as well as the asteroid are included. Note that since equation (2) 

refers to the spacecraft system, '���� is not equivalent to the accelerometer output. '���� is a 

system acceleration that includes the independent acceleration of the sample head. 

The next three equations broadly speaking describe angular momentum conservation “L=d/dt(h)” 

for the system: 

 -� × �� + �� +/�*+, = 0� × 1� + 1�� + 1��2 (3)
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where � is the gyro rate and ��  is the time derivative of the (smoothed) gyro data. 1 is the inertia 

of the system (which will be broken down between the bus and the sample head in the actual 

equations). 

The seventh equation describes the sample head sliding motion: 

 )�345678_:84; = &345678<=>?�'345678_:84;	� (4)

where '345678_:84; will include �$� as well as other kinematic terms. 

Obtaining and solving these equations as described here is part of the proposed work. However, 

the groundwork has been laid by the present author while creating the dynamical model that was 

developed and tested successfully in Ref. [2]. 

4.2.3 Implementation 

The previous method has described how to numerically integrate the OSIRIS-REx equations of 

motion and, at each integration step, solve for the asteroid contact forces at that time step 

necessary to match a given profile. A MATLAB simulation will be developed for this task. This 

is fairly straight-forward once the equations are obtained. The MATLAB simulation will be 

similar to that developed in Ref. [2]. 

4.2.4 Approach to reconstruction of sample head motion 

In preliminary study, it became clear that lack of telemetry on sample head motion posed a 

challenge to the fully analytical solution method shown above. In the framework shown, �$� and 

the force acting through the pogo �� cannot both be independently determined. 

There are various approaches to this problem. Those of greatest interest are described here: 

1. Although the pogo spring force is roughly constant over the sample head excursion, there 

is in fact a dependence on spring extension and thus on sample head position. By 

leveraging this dependence, the approach of Section 4.2.2 can be modified to first solve 

for the spring force acting on the upper body at each time step. Then sample head 

location can be obtained based on this spring force, thus arriving at a time history of 

sample head motion. With sample head motion obtained, contact forces can be computed. 

This approach may require multiple “passes” or numerical integrations of the trajectory 

with smoothing after each pass, rather than obtaining all the unknowns at each time step 

in a single integration. 

2. The timing of the pogo compression trigger, which fire after the asteroid exerts a force 

large enough to overcome the pogo spring, can be compared with the first indication of 

asteroid contact from the accelerometer. If pogo compression and accelerometer response 

are nearly simultaneous, it is likely the asteroid presented a very stiff surface, and an 
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initial force profile can be constructed on a rigid-surface assumption. This initial force 

profile may then be refined in a multiple-passes method as described in the previous 

point. If the asteroid provided a compliant or viscous response, the pogo compression 

trigger might follow some time after initial response of the accelerometer. The spacecraft 

would act as a rigid body until the pogo is compressed. After pogo compression, 

reconstruction of sample head motion based on solved pogo force could be pursued. 

3. If the pogo compression trigger never fires, the pogo was not overcome (the asteroid 

provided little or no contact force) and the spacecraft acted as a rigid body, in which case 

its motion is fully observable from the IMU. 

4.3 Optimization in high fidelity TAG simulation 

The final step is to optimize the results using the high fidelity TAG Simulink simulation. This 

simulation must be altered so that instead of obtaining asteroid contact forces from a contact 

model, the forces will be provided as inputs. This will be straight-forward. 

It is emphasized that this step will not allow fundamental improvement to the observability of 

sample head motion. For that, the methods of Section 4.2.4 must be relied upon. The point of this 

step is to make the solution arrived at via the method of Section 4.2 more realistic to the 

spacecraft, by replacing the simplified dynamics model with Lockheed’s high fidelity spacecraft 

model implemented in Simulink. 

A top-level diagram of the TAG Simulink simulation is shown in Figure 3. This simulation was 

used in GNC Verification of program requirements pertaining to TAG. 
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Figure 3 TAG dynamics high fidelity simulation 

 

Once the high fidelity TAG simulation is configured to run using force profile inputs, these 

inputs can be optimized using a numerical optimizer such as MATLAB’s fmincon. A notional 

fmincon implementation is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 Optimization of force profile using GN&C TAG Simulink simulation and MATLAB’s fmincon 

 

Function call (notional): 
force_profile_final = fmincon(@run_TAG_Simulink_sim, force_profile_initial, 

     constraints) 

Item: Description: 

fmincon MATLAB tool for numerical optimization 
run_TAG_Simulink_sim Function that runs OREX TAG Simulink simulation, using 

provided force and moment histories, and returns a 

“goodness” value to fmincon based on comparing the 

trajectory results against the flight GN&C data set. 
force_profile_initial The test force profile reconstructed in the low fidelity 

simulation. 
force_profile_final The optimized force profile achieved using the fmincon 

optimizer. 
constraints Constraints provided to fmincon, if any. 
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The Simulink TAG simulation takes a few minutes to run. It is expected that fmincon 

optimization as shown here may call the target function hundreds of times, and may take a day or 

so to run. 

5. Tasks, Schedule and Cost 

The deliverable of this effort is the TAG-FORCE analysis tool which produces a time history of 

asteroid contact forces given OSIRIS-REx GN&C flight data inputs. Tasks to complete this 

effort are shown in Figure 4. 

 

  Months after task start 

  1 2 3 

Develop low-fidelity TAG dynamics model 48    

Estimate Fz from pogo triggers 60    

Implement force reconstruction algorithm 60    

Develop interface for flight GN&C data 72    

Generate synthetic TAG telemetry data 60    

Modify TAG high fidelity simulation 48  `  

Write cost function and optimizer routine 36    

Demonstrate TAG-FORCE integrated tool 48    

Provide documentation for Ops use 40    

GDS software review (all participants)
*
 20    

     Hours, total 472  
*
 Timing of Review milestones is TBD.   

 
Figure 4 TAG-FORCE tasks, schedule, and cost 

 

5.1 Task Descriptions 

Descriptions for each task are shown here. 

1. Develop low fidelity TAG dynamics model 

The 2-D model developed for NASA Goddard RFA 10 from OSIRIS-REx GN&C CDR will be 

extended to full 3-D motion. 3-D forces and moments on the sample head will be included. The 

mass of the sample head will be incorporated into the dynamics solution. Other enhancements 

will be added as applicable. 

2. Reconstruct sample head motion 
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Implement the approach to reconstructing sample head motion from telemetry and pogo spring 

response data, as described in Section 4.2.4. Include an automated or semi-automated means 

(some case-by-case analysis may be required) of accounting for observed firing time of the pogo 

compression trigger. 

3. Implement force reconstruction algorithm 

Adapt the numerical integrator of the Task 1 model to solve for a force profile based on GN&C 

flight data, as described in Section 4.2. 

4. Develop interface for flight GN&C data 

Develop an interface to perform all necessary conversion between the spacecraft telemetry 

representing GN&C flight data, and trajectory information as used in the simulation. 

5. Generate synthetic TAG telemetry data 

Generate a synthetic set of TAG telemetry data for development purposes. This will be done by 

running a GN&C TAG simulation based on a nominal asteroid surface, capturing the simulation 

trajectory outputs, and manually generating a synthetic set of spacecraft telemetry consistent 

with the output trajectory. This will then be the working data set for development. The process 

will be automated to the extent feasible, so that the case trajectory can be modified if needed. 

6. Modify TAG high fidelity simulation 

Create a modified version of the GN&C TAG simulation. The main modification will be to 

replace the configurable asteroid surface model presently used, with a surface interaction force 

profile provided as input to the simulation. 

7. Write cost function and optimizer routine 

Write the cost function providing a “goodness” value for a surface force profile based on GN&C 

TAG simulation results, as described in Section 4.3. Write the wrapper function and demonstrate 

fmincon optimization. 

8. Demonstrate TAG-FORCE integrated tool 

Provide an end-to-end demonstration of the TAG-FORCE tool. Since the synthetic GN&C 

trajectory data was generated from a TAG simulation, compare the force profiles used in the 

simulation with the TAG-FORCE outputs. 

9. Provide documentation for Ops use 
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Provide stand-alone documentation to enable Ops personnel to use the tool during Science 

operations. The documentation will capture procedural steps as well as any engineering 

knowledge or background involved in the analysis. A particular focus will be on how to 

incorporate pogo and accelerometer trigger data, evaluate the reconstructed sample head motion 

and forces, and perform sanity checks. 

10. GDS Software Review 

The software will be validated through standard GDS processes (category 2 software – does not 

generate spacecraft commanding). Allocated hours for this task cover all reviews, all 

participants. Reviews may be combined as appropriate, but notionally include: Requirements; 

Design/Code; and Unit Test. 

6. Conclusions 

TAG-FORCE supports existing mission and science objectives of OSIRIS-REx, by providing the 

tool to convert spacecraft telemetry into the required dynamics knowledge. TAG-FORCE will 

support OSIRIS-REx TAG Mission Ops as well as fruitful collaboration with the asteroid 

science research community. 
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Data Product Overview 

    A reconstruction of the TAG event to determine the asteroid response to the spacecraft interaction 

with its surface including an assessment of the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to 

collect the baseline mass of material and an explanation of likely causes in the case that the first TAG 

event is not successful post-firing of a gas tank. The data product also includes a plan for long-term 

science derived from the TAG event including reconstruction of the geological setting of where the 

sample was collected, what the potential subsurface geology at the sample site, etc. 

    Nominally TAG Reconstruct does not levy requirements, rather it is a consumer and any and all data 

that is available. However, TAG Reconstruct could benefit from specific observations or strategies and 

we aim to express that in this document. 

Overview 

    Data type (image, spectrum, data table, map format etc.). What does it measure at what scale? 

    The data will be a series of data tables that estimate the physical properties of the contacted surface 

area of the asteroid. The specific physical properties of the surface material that will be reported will 

depend on the results of the TAG event and also on those properties that have previously been shown 

to most directly affect sample collection as determined by the TAG Testbed efforts. These are currently 

known to be the particle size distribution, the presence of large rocks, the induration of the surface 

material and any cohesion between surface particles. 

    What observations are required to provide the input data needed to make the data product? 

    It will rely on post-TAG data products derived from the following: (1) TAGSAM telemetry Report (via 

the TAGFORCE product) from the TAG process that include data from TAGSAM, IMU, Telecom, GNC 

LIDAR, attitude measurements (2) Imagery/Movie from SamCam, (3) Trajectory Reconstruction based on 

the NavCam imagery and the Radio Tracking Data, (4) Sample Mass Measurement Report,  (5) Post-TAG 

NavCam and GNC Lidar Imaging Report, (6) Any and all science data taken during and after TAG. This 

data will be used to reconstruct the specific behavior of the spacecraft during its interaction with the 

asteroid, as well as directly inspect the behavior of the TAG site on the asteroid. 

    It will also use a prepared atlas of modeling results, both numerical and laboratory TAG sampling 

tests. Numerical modeling will be calibrated to the TAGSAM Testbed Campaign, and then provide 

explorations of a larger parameter space, including significant tests in Bennu-gravity. Due to the short 

turnaround for this data product, these modeling tests will be done in advance so that a link can be 

made between spacecraft behavior and the most likely asteroid near-surface properties. 

    When in the DRM are the observations that make the data product scheduled to be taken? 

    The post-TAG data product timeline has all necessary data products produced within 120 hours 

following the TAG event. The TAG Reconstruction Report will be produced within 48 after all post-TAG 

data products have been submitted to the project. Much of the spacecraft telemetry is expected to be 

available within 24 hours of the TAG, and therefore some efforts will begin earlier. 

 

 



    How long does it take to produce the data product? 

    The data product will be produced within 48 hours in order to meet the post-TAG timelines (7 days 

post-TAG). Much of the spacecraft telemetry is expected to be available withing 24 hours of the TAG, 

and therefore some efforts can begin earlier. 

    Is this product used for sample site selection, science value, or long-term science? 

    This product will be produced following a TAG event, and in the event that a second TAG event is 

needed this product will help understand the behavior of the asteroid and TAG after the the first TAG 

event. The information produced from the analysis of a failed TAG event will be used to re-assess map 

algorithms that were used to select the first sample site. 

    This product will also guide and assist long-term science resulting from data collected during the TAG 

events. 

Data Product Structure and Organization 

    What is the structure of the data product (e.g. FITS file with 4 extensions) 

    The data product will be structured in a series of data ASCII files describing the estimated physical 

properties of the contacted asteroid surface, the total surface contacted, the total volume of near-

surface material that interacted with the TAGSAM and an estimated mass collected. 

    How is the product organized (e.g. one data set per mission phase, one file per Earth Day, etc. ) 

    There will be one product for each TAG attempt. 

Data Format Descriptions 

    Header information (metadata) included with data product. 

    There is no expectation of necessary metadata to understand or interpret this product.  

    Detailed Description of data format. 

    The data format will be a series of tables in ASCII format numerical values. 

Data Product Generation (desires for specific data...) 

    How and by whom is the product generated? 

    This product is generated by Walsh in the RDWG. It will be generated by comparison of the results in 

the following five input products and an atlas of modeling and laboratory experiment results. 

        What are the input products needed to produce the product? 

        It will rely on five post-TAG data products: 

        1. TAGSAM telemetry report (TAGSAM, IMU, Telecom)/STK Movie, 

        2. Video of TAG (MRD-380) (SamCam Imagery/Movie), 

        3. Trajectory Reconstruction/STK Movie, 



        4. Sample Mass Measurement (SMM) Report, 

        5. Post-TAG NavCam and GNC Lidar Imaging Report, 

        6. Any and all science data taken during and after TAG (OTES, SamCam Imagery) 

        More specifically, the desires for the imaging campaign during TAG are: 

            Maximizing the SamCam imaging rate from 5m to post-TAG is crucial for capturing the properties 

of the actual spot that TAG happens. This is necessary to run the Sampleability Algorithm with this final 

data input.  

            Extending imaging beyond TAG+10sec. +55sec would be great, and even longer timescales, if 

possible, holds value for glimpsing the post-TAG indent/crater 

        For other Science Data that could be taken during TAG: 

            OTES data could provide a valuable ground truth on Thermal Inertia (TI) estimates at the TAG site 

and help us understand TI and grain size relationships. 

            Any LIDAR could possibly "see through" a dust cloud and get some information on the shape scale 

of a crater/indent in the event that dust obscures the optical imaging. 

        What algorithms and/or calibration data is used to generate products? 

        The algorithm and plan are still being constructed by the TAG Reconstruct Tiger Team, with the 

major data product receivables listed above, and the major tools being numerical modeling results and 

capabilities, and also the TAGSAM capabilities testing results. 

        Has a specific Science Team Member been assigned to produce this product? 

        Kevin Walsh from RDWG. 

        Will multiple versions of the product be generated? How will they differ? 

        Multiple versions will only be produced in the event of multiple TAG events. Each product will be 

independent and rely on new versions of the input products produced at each TAG event. 

Data Product Validation 

    How will the product be vetted to ensure contents and format are correct? 

    The test data will come from the 5 data product receivables. This data product also relies on an atlas 

of computer simulation results and TAGSAM capability test results. These will be produced over the 

length of the mission and can be included in V&V tests as they are being produced. 

Data Flow 

    Update Data flow diagrams with more detailed based on current processing configuration. 

    Describe the sources, destinations, and transfer procedures for data products. 

 



        State the size of an individual data product and the total size of all the data products generated over 

the course of each mission phase. 

        State the time span covered by a product, if applicable, and the rate at which products are 

generated and delivered. 

    The input Data Products come via the SPOC, MSA and FDS, and all are produced within 72 hours post-

TAG. The RDWG uses these to produce the TAG Reconstruct product which is delivered to the PI. 
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Science Team TAG Reconstruction Plan DRAFT 

Generated by: Walsh, Bierhaus, Clark, Connolly Jr., Enos, Keller, Lauretta, 

Michel, Nakamura-Messenger, Scheeres, Della-Guistina/Rizk 

Subject: TAG Reconstruction and Sample Success Assessment  

February 1, 2015 Update on 15 April, 2016 

 

Overview of Science Team TAG Reconstruction Plan – Asteroid Response to Spacecraft 

 

Reviews have revealed the need for a Science Team effort, post TAG, to determine the 

asteroid response to the spacecraft interaction with its surface. This effort, the “Science 

Team TAG Reconstruction”, is formalized as a Data Product, with critical pieces to be 

delivered by the Regolith Development Working Group (RDWG) to the PI seven days 

post-TAG. Below are summaries of the strategy the Science Team proposes to use for 

each aspect of the TAG Reconstruction and an overview of the critical data and tools that 

they will rely on. The TAG Reconstruction consists of three levels of assessment as 

expressed by the PI in an email on 5-December 2013 that launched this effort.  

 

First Assessment 

“The first assessment must be part of the baseline plan leading up to the Sampling 

Success Review. This plan should include quick turnaround (<1 week) assessment of the 

TAG event to determine the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect the 

baseline mass of material. This analysis will be presented in conjunction with the TAG 

Reconstruction from the spacecraft, along with the results of the moment of inertia 

measurements and TAGSAM imaging campaign, in determining whether or not to stow 

the sample in the SRC.”  

 

Second Assessment 

“The second assessment will only occur in the event that the previous analyses suggests 

that a second TAG attempt is needed. In this case, this team must compile all relevant 

data to inform us as to why the first attempt was unsuccessful and to produce data 

products that will improve our safety and sample-ability maps.” 

 

Third Assessment 

“The final assessment will take place over an extended period of time after sample 

stowage with the intent of understanding the nature of regolith on Bennu for scientific 

inquiry.” 

 

Personnel: 

Kevin Walsh (lead): Managing and overseeing the delivery of the Data Product 

Patrick Michel & Dan Scheeres: Advising on numerical modeling, 

Lindsay Keller & Keiko Nakamura-Messenger: Advising on physical properties of 

primitive materials, 

Ben Clark & Beau Bierhaus: TAGSAM capabilities experts, 

TBD: Image processing expert (currently Dani/Bashar) – expertise on SamCam imaging. 

MSS and Project Planning and Control Officer (as Science Team Interface) 
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Document Overview: 

The Science Team TAG Reconstruction Plan is an ongoing effort, with continued 

modeling and input from many sources (TAGSAM Characterization Testbed and 

TAGSAM numerical modeling for example). Therefore this document cannot outline all 

of the specifics of the process that will be used in the days following TAG. Rather this is 

a collection of the current knowledge of possible/known data input sources, practical and 

timely ways to analyze them, and thoughts on what we may still learn or want to address 

in the future. 

 

There is a strong bias towards the First Assessment, for the clear reason of it being the 

most time-constrained and its potential to inform the decision to stow the sample. The 

Second Assessment would become critically important in the case that there is a need for 

a 2nd TAG attempt, though it would likely rely on similar analysis and tools as employed 

in the First Assessment. 

Table of Contents 

First Assessment ....................................................................................................................... 3 

Second Assessment .................................................................................................................. 9 

Third Assessment .................................................................................................................. 11 

APPENDIX A: Data Ingestion .............................................................................................. 13 

APPENDIX B: Sampling Success Algorithm ................................................................... 16 

APPENDIX C: Interpreting IMU profiles - S/C+TAG+CFS system ........................... 17 

APPENDIX D: Determining Constant Force Spring Compression Amount ........ 22 

APPENDIX E: TAGSAM Characterization ........................................................................ 24 

APPENDIX F: Firing of the Gas – Gas Effects .................................................................. 24 

APPENDIX G: Thruster Plume Surface Affects During Rehearsal ......................... 25 

APPENDIX H: Atlas of Model Outcomes – S/C Asteroid Interaction ..................... 25 

APPENDIX I: Regimes of Penetration Measured by POGO Switch ........................ 27 

APPENDIX J: Further Information on TAG Imaging Campaign .............................. 27 
 
-Clarification on the 3 fronts – IMU modeling, before/after image analysis, 

Sampleability assessment [WHERE?] 

-Graphical Timeline (from slides) 

-Overview (graph timeline (milestones), TBD, Table of DPs, Table of Receivables, )+ 

Sections on each Data Product (instead of Appendices) +  

Matrix – Confidence levels   -- similar to Sampleability…  
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Updates for Version 3 
 
Updates and accomplishments 
1. Completion of modeling work by Holsapple – including a database of lab experiments 

and tentative scaling law(s) based on lab, literature and computations. 

2. Completion of 1st year modeling work by Sanchez and Scheeres (extended 2nd year). 

Included a clear demonstration of utility of tracking torques on S/C. 

3. Completion of 1st year modeling work and continued work by Ballouz/Richardson. 

Included a clear demonstration of correlation between depth of penetration and surface 

compliance.  

4. Preliminary calibration data of Constant Force Spring (CFS) delivered to Walsh.  

5. Release of some ADAMS models telemetry outputs released to Walsh. 

6. Near completion of “TAG processed telemetry” OIA. Including definition of new 

product detailing LM derived forcing on S/C during TAG. 

7. Imminent release of TAGSAM testing data to Walsh and TAG Reconstruct. 

8. Imminent release of TAG SVT telemetry data to Walsh and TAG Reconstruct. 

9. Initiation of TAG Reconstruct’s Sampleability Assessment plan with Bashar Rizk, who 

is heading up TAG imaging campaign for IPWG 

 

Work to go for 2016: 

1. Completion of 2nd year of numerical modeling by particle code modelers – including 

calibration to Lab and TAGSAM tests and the production of preliminary atlas of results. 

2. Revise TAG Reconstruct Plan – nominally for 1-March 2016. 

 

Summary of Numerical Modeling work (#1-3):  

Numerical modeling focused on building a simple testbed and calibration database in the 

lab (Holsapple) to be used to calibrate the N-body particle codes and to increase the 

capability of multiple N-body codes to incorporate more spacecraft physics 

(Ballouz/Richardson, Scheeres/Sanchez). The laboratory results have been sent to the 

other groups to use for code calibration – this includes not just experimental (penetration) 

outcomes, but also the macroscopic properties of the various target substancts (angle of 

friction, Poisson Ratio, Youngs Modulus tabulated for Sand, glass beads and Bennu 

simulant). Year 2 of the Ballouz/Richardson and Scheeres/Sanchez modeling groups 

work focuses on matching these results, along with TAGSAM testing results, and then 

building a preliminary “atlas” of IMU outcomes for a wide range of parameters. 

 

CFS calibration, ADAMS model outcomes, SVT Telemetry and TAGSAM testing data 

(4-8): 
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First Assessment 
“The first assessment must be part of the baseline plan leading up to the Sampling 

Success Review. This plan should include quick turnaround (<1 week) assessment of the 

TAG event to determine the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect the 

baseline mass of material. This analysis will be presented in conjunction with the TAG 

Reconstruction from the spacecraft, along with the results of the moment of inertia 

measurements and TAGSAM imaging campaign, in determining whether or not to stow 

the sample in the SRC.”  

 

To produce an answer to “the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect 

the baseline mass of material”, requires two separate questions be addressed:  

1) How much material was mobilized?  

2) How does sample collection amount correlate with amount of material mobilized on 

Bennu? 

 

To answer both questions a number of values/properties need to be derived or inferred 

from measurements of OCAMS imaging and GNC and spacecraft (S/C) telemetry, the 

process is discussed below in General Strategy, and includes the construction of “sub-

products” to help clarify the process and eventually team responsibilities.  It should be 

noted that there are numerous scenarios that could result in reduced, ambiguous or fully 

compromised imaging data post-TAG. Hence this Science Team TAG Reconstruction 

Plan, and the on-going work described within, focuses heavily on the S/C telemetry and 

its use as a tool to understand the TAG-event. Similarly, the timeframe of the first 

assessment is driving much of this Reconstruction Plan. With only ~7 days to deliver an 

assessment of the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to collect the baseline 

mass of material, the timing of data availability is critical. 

 

The plan, as described below, is to assess sampling success based on the penetration 

profile, or depth, of the TAG Head. The algorithm at the heart of the Sampleability Map 

estimates sampling amount as a function of the measureable surface properties of particle 

size frequency distribution, minimum and maximum particles and tilt. While those 

properties will be measured before TAG, and can be measured at TAG with SamCam 

imaging, the TAG Reconstruct efforts can also infer, or derive, aspects of the TAG event 

itself to help constrain sampling success. For example, TAGSAM testing has shown a 

strong correlation for sampling success with “pre-loading” of the TAG Head due to a 

minimum of penetration and the TAG Head being flush with the sampling surface. 

Meanwhile, penetrating into the surface and keeping a flush geometry can all be undone 

if the TAG Head pulls away, or snaps back, from the surface before the gas fires. The 

TAG Sampling Success algorithm is not expected to reach completion until after 

TAGSAM Characterization and numerical modeling efforts are complete. 

 

 

 

 

General Strategy for TAG Reconstruction: 
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To determine the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized to meet the sample 

requirements we seek to answer these two related questions: 

 

1) How much material was mobilized? Determine TAG head penetration profile and 

translation motion during contact with Bennu.  

 

2) How does sample collection success correlate with amount of material mobilized on 

Bennu? A recalculation of the Sampleability algorithm with updated parameters from 

SamCam imagery would provide a zeroth order estimate. Here the need is to estimate 

sampling success as a function of material mobilization, which is primarily determined 

by penetration profile (and possibly gas release). This relationship still needs to be 

determined from the TAGSAM characterization testbed and from TAG numerical 

modeling, and has unknown correlations with other surface properties.  

 

The available data and the timeline of its availability are summarized in APPENDIX A: 

Data Ingestion. The values to be derived from the measured data are described briefly 

below, and receive more detailed descriptions in various Appendices at the end of the 

document. 

  

Here we start with the derived value of “Sampling Success”, working back through other 

necessary derived values and to the measurements that they depend on. Note that some 

derived products depend on other derived products and not only measured data. 

 

Sub-Products and Ingested Data:  

 

Sub-Product: Sampling success -- “the likelihood that sufficient material was mobilized 

to collect the baseline mass of material”. This is the interpretation of the various Derived 

Sub-Products, and it is the value that is reported in this assessment. This algorithm is 

described in APPENDIX B. 

 

Derived Sub-Products: 

Sub-Product: Material mobilized – combine all derived values to make this estimation. 

Sub-Product: TAG Penetration Profile – combine derived values and modeling. 

Sub-Product: CFS Compression – combine derived values and modeling. (Appendix C ) 

Sub-Product: TAG Translational Motion – derived from S/C telemetry.  

Sub-Product: Sampleability Map Algorithm Estimate – recalculated with TAG imagery. 

Sub-Product: TAG Head Geometry – S/C and TAG telemetry derived geometry. 

Sub-Product: TAG+Asteroid Force Profile – TAG head force at time of gas firing. 

 

 

Measured Sub-Products: 

Sub-Product: SamCam imaging of TAG Head size over time – pixel size of TAG head. 

Sub-Product: SamCam before/after images of the TAG location – IPWG video of TAG. 

Sub-Product: S/C telemetry - IMU readings of the deceleration of the S/C. 

Sub-Product: TAG telemetry - POGO switch outputs. 

Sub-Product: Lidar range over time – GNC Lidar Telemetry. 
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Sub-Product: Lidar point clouds – GNC Lidar Telemetry. 

 

 

TAG Reconstruct Report depends on the rapid delivery of the following Data Products 

(described more in APPENDIX A): 

Ingested Data Product  Source Duration of 

production 

(1) Post-TAG event TAGSAM Telemetry Report 

(TAG Telemetry) 

TAGSAMWG  TAG + (3) days 

(2) Imagery/Movie from SamCam (MRD-380) IPWG/SPOC TAG + (5) days 

(3) Trajectory Reconstruction based on the NavCam 

imagery and the Radio Tracking Data  (S/C 

Telemetry) 

SPOC/LM TAG + (5) days 

(4) Sample Mass Measurement Report LM TAG + (5) days 

(5) Post-TAG NavCam and GNC Lidar Imaging 

Reports (GNC Lidar Telemetry) 

LM TAG + (5) days 

 

 

Generating the Reported Sub-Product: Sampling success 

Despite a similar task, this calculation does not rely strictly on the algorithms developed 

for the Sampleability Map, which is defined to estimate sampling success as a function of  

particle size frequency distribution, maximum and minimum grain size and the tilt. While 

those values are all measured for the sample site before TAG, here we will have the 

derived value of penetration profile. Nominally the inclusion of this value provides an 

additional parameter with which to estimate sampling success from the TAGSAM 

Characterization Testbed and also numerical modeling. The proposed algorithm is a 

similar functional calculation of sampling success based on the same inputs as 

Sampleability, with the inclusion of penetration depth. See APPENDIX B for algorithm 

details. [TBD: Further definition/description of this algorithm and what it depends on will 

follow completion of TAGSAM Characterization and TAG Numerical Modeling.] 

 

Derived Value: Amount of mobilized material 

The amount of mobilized material is simply defined as the volume of the crater or 

indentation caused by the TAG-event. For cases where no visible inspection is possible, 

this value is a combination of the derived penetration depth and the derived translational 

motion. This value is calculated independently by visual inspection of SamCam imaging 

of the TAG site, or derived values of penetration depth and translational motion. This 

derived value depends on (Penetration Depth, CFS compression, TAG translational 

motion, SamCam imaging). 

 

Derived Value: Penetration profile 

The penetration depth is the distance below the surface penetrated by the TAG head. The 

derivation of this value is calculated independently by visual inspection of SamCam 

imaging of the TAG site, or derived from the amount of compression of the CFS and 

interpretation of IMU output related to numerical modeling outcomes. This derived value 
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depends on (SamCam imaging, S/C telemetry – IMUs, Numerical modeling, Derived 

CFS compression). See Appendix B: Toy Model for IMU interpretation. 

 

Derived Value: CFS compression  

The compression of the CFS is closely related to penetration depth for nominal scenarios 

(see Appendix C). Determining the compression of the CFS may provide an indirect 

method to constrain the depth of penetration (see Appendix D). The POGO switch 

provides a direct, but coarse, measurement of compression amount. Ranging estimates 

from SamCam imagery or Lidar may also constrain this value. This derived value 

depends on (SamCam imaging, TAG Telemetry – POGO Switch, Lidar). See 

Appendix C: for IMU interpretation, and Appendix D for CFS compression 

determination methods. 

 

Derived Value: Translational motion 

This value is amount of translation motion during the TAG event. This is derived from 

the IMU readings to estimate the translational motion of the spacecraft during the TAG 

event. This derived value depends on (S/C telemetry - IMUs). 

 

Derived Value: Sampleability Map algorithm estimate 

The Sampleability Map algorithm estimates collected sample size as a function of the 

sample site particle size frequency distribution, minimum and maximum particle sizes, 

and the tilt. The Sampleability Map (MRD-570c) is calculated globally and also site-

specific with higher resolution, and part of it calculation is the convolution with 

Deliverability. Here, the output of the sample amount algorithm, recalculated with 

highest resolution SamCam images of the TAG site to provide updated estimates of SFD 

and tilt, provides a zero-th order estimate of sampling success. This depends on 

(SamCam imaging).  

 

Derived Value: TAG Head Geometry  

Sampling success is closely correlated with the geometry of the TAG head when the gas 

fires. Any gaps between the TAG head and the surface can allow pre-loaded materials 

etc., to not be ingested due to gas flow. IMU evolution combined with SamCam imaging 

may allow determination of the TAG Head at the time of gas firing. This depends on 

(S/C Telemetry, TAG Telemetry, SamCam imaging). 

 

Derived Value: TAG+Asteroid Force Profile  

This simply estimates the force between the TAG Head and the surface of Bennu. If the 

TAG head is “pulling away” or “snapping back” there could be a negative force, and any 

pre-loaded material in the head from the penetration could be un-loaded before the gas 

fires. Deriving this property depends on interpreting the IMUs from the S/C along with 

estimates of the CFS behavior. This depends on (S/C Telemetry, TAG Telemetry, 

SamCam imaging). 

 

Measured Sub-Products: (see APPENDIX A: Data Ingest) 

Sub-Product: SamCam imaging of TAG head size over time – pixel size of TAG. 

Sub-Product: SamCam before/after images of the TAG location – IPWG video of TAG. 
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Sub-Product: S/C telemetry - IMU readings of the deceleration of the S/C. 

Sub-Product: TAG telemetry - POGO switch outputs. 

Sub-Product: Lidar range over time – GNC Lidar Telemetry. 

Sub-Product: Lidar point clouds – GNC Lidar Telemetry. 

Sub-Product: NavCam imaging. 
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OSIRIS-REX	SCIENCE	TEAM	MEETING	VII	|	TORONTO,	CANADA	|	OCTOBER	6-8,	2014	

TIMELINE 

S/C TAG 
real-time 

Telemtry 

S/C TAG 
stored 

Telemetry 

GN&C 
Lidar 

NavCam 

Imagery 

SamCam 
Imagery 

TAG 

Reconstruct 

Report 

Days since TAG 
1 TAG 7 3 5 2 4 6 

Translation 
during TAG 

CFS 
Compression 

Penetration 

Depth 

Mobilized 

Material 

Sampling 
Success 

Algorithm 
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Second Assessment 
“The second assessment will only occur in the event that the previous analyses suggests 

that a second TAG attempt is needed. In this case, this team must compile all relevant 

data to inform us as to why the first attempt was unsuccessful and to produce data 

products that will improve our safety and sample-ability maps.” 

 

The second assessment has as a primary focus two separate tasks: 

1.) “compile all relevant data to inform us as to why the first attempt was unsuccessful” 

2.) “to produce data products that will improve our safety and sample-ability maps.” 

 

To satisfy the first task, many of the derived Sub-Products described in the First 

Assessment will directly apply. Currently analysis of the backscattering material using 

NavCam, SamCam or Lidar is not built into the Sampling Success algorithm. Given a 

longer timeframe this additional Sub-Product can be incorporated into the compilation of 

data on the first attempt. Imaging of the TAG Head may provide additional data on the 

dynamics of the first TAG attempt and/or the nature of the surface material. 

 

To satisfy #2, the TAG Reconstruct team needs to address the question of “why” 

sufficient material was not mobilized to achieve sampling success. Following both the re-

calculated Sampleability algorithm and the Sampling Success algorithm can lead to 

expected areas of failure. It is possible that this may occur for cases outside the nominal 
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spacecraft performance or asteroid response, and would imply that much of the simulated 

parameter space from both numeric and laboratory experiments may not be directly 

applicable and further tests/simulations may be required to understand the results. TBD: 

defining a path to satisfy #2. 

 

Post-TAG imaging of the TAG location may provide significant new data, both crater 

size and shape, but also global alteration of Bennu. A global view of Bennu is not 

possible in the first assessment, and this larger view of the effects of the first TAG 

attempt allow for a closer look, especially at the nature of backscattered debris. 

 

Additional Sub-Products: 

Sub-Product: Backscatter 

Sub-Product: Imaging of TAG head. 

 

Dervied Value/Product: Backscatter 

Backscattering material may be diagnostic of the state of the TAG head and at the time of 

gas firing – and also of the surface properties. Here this Sub-Product uses images of the 

surface away from the TAG site to constrain the total mass and velocity of the 

backscattering material. Given more observations, this Sub-Product could include further 

data from Global data. These derived values depend on (NavCam imaging and Lidar 

data). 

 

Derived Value/Product: Imaging of TAG Head 

Images of the TAG Head may constrain the dynamics of its interactions of the surface, 

both the force between the head and the surface, but also relative motion. 

 

Third Assessment 
“The final assessment will take place over an extended period of time after sample 

stowage with the intent of understanding the nature of regolith on Bennu for scientific 

inquiry.” 

 

The long timescale allowed for the Third assessment permits further experimentation to 

better match the imaging and S/C telemetry with experimental results. In particular this 

extended period of time allows for a detailed investigation of the asteroid’s surface 

properties that may have been unimportant or degenerate in the First and Second 

Assessment analyses. These include properties such as cohesion, angle of friction, and 

porosity depth profiles. 

 

TBD: This assessment will be fleshed out after finalizing the Sampling Success 

Algorithm and the details of the various methods to derive the Sub-Products. 
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List of TBD 
 

Section Description Date of 

Resolution 

Personnel Image Processing Expert  

First 

Assessment/ 

Appendix B 

Sampling Success Algorithm Description  

Second 

Assessment 

Defining a path to produce data products that will 

improve our safety and sample-ability maps 

 

Third 

Assessment 

Further details on plans to use TAG Reconstruct 

tools/algorithms for long-term science 

 

Appendix A 

(data Ingestion) 

GNC Lidar: FOV for full-frame, expected 

accuracy/performance for range estimate, geometry 

limitations. 

 

Appendix A 

(data ingestion) 

Use of Sample Mass Measurement Report in TAG 

Reconstruct 

 

Appendix D 

(CFS 

compression) 

Use of GNC Lidar to help constrain CFS 

compression 

 

Appendix E 

(TAGSAM 

Characterization) 

Summarize here the relationships between 

sampling success and both the measureable surface 

properties (Sampleability), and also the other 

possibly derived TAG event properties such as 

penetration depth, TAG Head geometry and the 

TAG Head force profile. 

 

Appendix F (Gas 

effects) 

Possible investigations of global effects due to 

backscattering debris. 

 

Appendix G 

(Thurster Plume) 

Study on possible pre-TAG observable surface 

changes due to Thruster Plumes during rehearsal 

burns. 

 

Appendix I  Further expand look-up table of POGO indent 

switch relation to regimes of penetration depth. 
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APPENDIX A: Data Ingestion 
Information about the spacecraft interaction with the surface of the asteroid will be 

targeted through a number of channels, broadly divided into imaging and telemetry. The 

imaging campaign includes numerous science instruments, as well as SamCam and 

NavCam imaging. The telemetry includes S/C acceleration readouts in 6-degrees of 

freedom, TAG telemetry such the Constant Force Spring indent switch, as well as GNC 

Lidar data. The specific data expected to be available to the Science Team during this 7-

day time frame will be (with expected durations for production and sources):  

 

 

Data Product  Source Duration of 

production 

(1) Post-TAG event TAGSAM Telemetry Report TAGSAMWG  TAG + (3) days 

(2) Imagery/Movie from SamCam IPWG/SPOC TAG + (5) days 

(3) Trajectory Reconstruction based on the NavCam 

imagery and the Radio Tracking Data  

SPOC/LM TAG + (5) days 

(4) Sample Mass Measurement Report LM TAG + (5) days 

(5) Post-TAG NavCam and GNC Lidar Imaging 

Reports  

LM TAG + (5) days 

 

The timeline for data ingestion is still notional, or worst-case, with work to go on 

defining the Telemetry channels to be delivered to the SPOC, and the downlink and 

processing time for SamCam imaging. 

 

Imaging Schedule: (Further details in APPENDIX J) 

1. SamCam: The TAGSAM imaging campaign consists of 189 SamCam images from 

Checkpoint through Backaway, with a maximum imaging rate of 3images/5sec from 5m 

to TAG+10sec. These will directly observe the TAG site during TAG. 

2. MapCam: The TAGSAM imaging campaign consists of 282 MapCam images from 

Sampling Attitude to 25m. 

3. NFTCam: The guidance camera, NFTCam, will take 171 images, with 1frame/30sec 

from Checkpoint through TAG-50sec, and 1frame/sec from there through TAG+65sec. 

These will not directly image the TAG site during TAG. 

4. OTES/OVIRS: The TAGSAM imaging campaign consists of 34 min of data for both 

instruments imaging at 0.5Hz and 1Hz respectively from Sampling Attitude to 

TAG+65sec. 

  

NOTE: TAG continues in light of SamCam failure. Thus it is possible for NO SamCam 

data to be available. 

 

Telemetry descriptions: 

Below is a table summarizing the expected space telemetry during TAG, including 

estimated sensitivity and the sampling rate (table taken from “TAGSAM telemetry” by 
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Clark on the Wiki). The sampling rate for the IMU systems will be increased to 200Hz 

during the time around TAG. The Pogo switch is binary and flips is the spring deflects by 

~2cm with readouts at further amounts of compression  (see APPENDIX C). While the 

total compression of the spring is not recorded, combining telemetry with surface range 

estimates may allow an estimate of the total compression of the spring, which could be 

valuable to reconstruct the event (see APPENDIX D).  

 

The GN&C Lidar will take windowed and full-frame data throughout the TAG event, 

allowing determination of Asteroid range and production of some point clouds as well as 

document the final approach velocity. The DRM Rev C calls for 25 min of 1Hz 

windowed data to span pre-Checkpoint to TAG+65sec. There is also 1 min of 0.1Hz full-

frame images to span 25m until completion of Backaway maneuver. Windowed images 

are 1/64th of full frame images. Although this unit is not guaranteed to sense the 

topography of the exact touchdown point because of being off-pointed relative to the 

possible directions of lateral drift of the S/C during the approach, it can give general 

information on the topographic variability as well as document the final approach 

velocity.  [TBD: FOV for full-frame, expected accuracy/performance for range estimate, 

geometry limitations] 

  

There is an indent switch on the CFS, the POGO switch, that triggers at 2cm and again at 

10, 2, 10, 2, 4cm of additional compression (see APPENDIX D). A 62 N constant force 

spring should start compressing (decelerating a ~1500kg S/C) inducing a deceleration of 

4.1 cm/s2 [62N/1500kg=4.1cm/s2]. The CFS alone would decelerate the S/C for ~2.44s 

compressing ~12.2cm [2.44=10cm/s / 4.1cm/s2 and 12.2cm = 10cm/s*2.44s – 0.5*4.1 

cm/s2*(2.44sec)2]. The compression of the CFS will be limited from this extent due to 

deceleration of the S/C by the surface of the asteroid (see APPENDIX C for further 

derivation of the S/C+CFS+TAG dynamics).  

 

The Sample Mass Measurement is a direct avenue to estimate sampling success and may 

be incorporated in this TAG Reconstruct but is not a Report that the Science Team 

Reconstruct will use for guidance – rather it will be used for comparison and eventually 

calibration. [TBD: It is unclear how specifically this should be included in the Science 

Team TAG Reconstruction. To me (Walsh) it seems that it should be used as an 

independent estimate of the mass collected – and not a source of data for this assessment. 

It could serve as a useful calibration tool for the following two assessments.] 
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Table 3.1  Telemetry Data Streams Relevant to TAG

Subsystem Sensor Measurement Directionality

R

a

n

Sensitivity
Bits/Meas

urement

Sampling Rate 

(Hz)

GN&C MIMU Accelation (3) X, Y, Z 0.14 mm/s 2

GN&C MIMU Angular Rates (3) X, Y, Z TBD 2

SARA Pogo Switch Binary Z n/a 0.1 tbr

SARA Potentiometers Arm joint positions relative angle n/a 8 as req/d

Thermal RTDs Temperatures n/a 0.1 deg 1 0.1

GN&C Star Camera
Quaternion for 

spacecraft attitude
4π

4

π
0.5 mrad 2

GN&C Flash Lidar Range Z 2.8 cm tbr 10

GN&C Flash Lidar
Localized 

topographic profile
Z TBD TBD
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APPENDIX B: Sampling Success Algorithm 
 

 

Despite a similar task, this calculation does not rely strictly on the algorithms developed 

for the Sampleability Map, which is defined to estimate sampling success as a function of  

particle size frequency distribution, maximum and minimum grain size and the tilt. While 

those values are all measured for the sample site before TAG, here we will have the 

additional derived value of penetration depth/profile. Nominally the inclusion of this 

value provides an additional parameter with which to estimate sampling success from the 

TAGSAM Characterization Testbed (more details in APPENDIX H) and also numerical 

modeling (APPENDIX E). The proposed algorithm is a similar functional calculation of 

sampling success based on the same inputs as Sampleability, with the inclusion of 

penetration depth. 

 

TAGSAM testing has shown a strong correlation for sampling success with “pre-loading” 

of the TAG Head due to a minimum of penetration and the TAG Head being flush with 

the sampling surface. Meanwhile, penetrating into the surface and keeping a flush 

geometry can all be undone if the TAG Head pulls away, or snaps back, from the surface 

before the Gas fires. The TAG Sampling Success algorithm may not reach completion 

until after TAGSAM Characterization and numerical modeling efforts are complete. 

 

 

[TBD: Relating Penetration depth/profiles with sampling success from TAGSAM 

Characterization Testbed and Numerical Modeling.] 
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APPENDIX C: Interpreting IMU profiles - S/C+TAG+CFS system  
 

We are trying to clarify the role the Spacecraft Telemetry may play in estimating the total 

amount of mobilized material and thus the likelihood of sampling success. An important 

aspect of this is understanding precisely what we will learn about the penetration depth of 

the TAG head by behavior of the Spacecraft IMU accelerations. The difficulty in a direct 

analytic estimate of penetration depth from the IMU is that once the Constant Force 

Spring (CFS) is engaged (at F=62N) the S/C and the TAG head will move (decelerate) 

independently - the CFS hides information from the IMUs. Below some analytic 

calculations are done for end-member cases to examine time of deceleration and the 

amount of penetration. Furthermore, a toy model was built to explore the range of 

possible outcomes with non-simple deceleration profiles, to seek strong correlations 

between different outcomes and to identify where supporting measurements can help this 

interpretation. Throughout we use simple numbers for S/C mass (MS/C=1500 kg), and 

Constant Force Spring force (FCFS=62 N), and always make calculations for vinit =10cm/s. 

 

End-Member Case: Very compliant (F_surface < 62N) 

If the force on the TAG head is always below 62N, the CFS will never engage. In this 

case the S/C and TAG act as a single rigid body decelerating from vinit =10cm/s to vfinal 

=0cm/s. For a constant Force from the surface (Fsurf), and ignoring other dynamics (Gas 

canisters firing etc.), simple ballistic equations can relate the time of deceleration and the 

distance required until the velocity is zero: 

a = Fsurf/MS/C 

the time to decelerate, 

t=(vinit-vfinal)/a  =  (vinit-vfinal)* MS/C/ Fsurf 

and the distance over which this happens is, 

s= (vinit-vfinal)*t – 0.5*a*t2 =  0.5*v2/a 

 

In Figure 1. below the plotted time and distances for forces less than 62N show 

penetration depths ranging from 12.5 cm to over 1 meter in times from 2.5 sec to 100’s of 

seconds. The nominal test case of MS/C =1500 kg, vinit =10 cm/s, and a deceleration just 

below the limits of the CFS, Fsurf=60 N, the penetration depth is 12.5 cm in 2.5 sec. 
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Figure 1: The simple deceleration of a rigid S/C system (no CFS compression) for the cases where the 
force from the surface of Bennu is always below 62N. 

 

 

End-Member Case: Perfectly hard surface (Fsurf >> 62N) 

If the spacecraft hits a perfectly hard surface, the CFS is engaged immediately and the 

S/C deceleration is entirely managed by the Force provided by the CFS. Similarly simple 

equations again control this behavior (NOTE – here the decelerating mass is only the 

mass of the S/C, minus the mass of the TAG head, which is less than 1% and ignored in 

this end-member example): 

a = FCFS/Mtot = 62 N/1500 kg = 4.13 cm/s2 

the time to decelerate, 

t=(vinit-vfinal)/a  =  (vinit-vfinal)* Mtot/ FCFS = 0.1 (m/s) * 1500 kg / 62 N = 2.42 sec 

and the distance over which this happens is, 

s= (vinit-vfinal)*t – 0.5*a*t2 =  0.5*v2/a = 0.5*(0.1 m/s)2/(62 N/1500 kg)=12.1 cm 

 

Here there is no plot to show. The time, 2.42 sec, and amount of compression, 12.1 cm, 

for S/C deceleration is determined strictly by the CFS, and is a simple calculation based 

on masses and initial velocities. There is no TAG head penetration. 

What happens at Fsurf slightly above Fcfs – include COM movement 

aTAG =  

aTAG = (FSURF -FCFS)/MTAG +FCFS/MS/C = [MS/C(FSURF -FCFS) + MTAG FCFS]/( MTAG MS/C) 

t=(vinit-vfinal)(MTAG MS/C)/ [MS/C(FSURF-FCFS) + MTAG FCFS] 

s=0.5(vinit-vfinal)
2(MTAG MS/C)/ [MS/C(FSURF-FCFS) + MTAG FCFS] 

At Fsurf -> 62 this is smooth with the above? 

s_cfs =  

 

a_com = Mtot/Fsurf  or Ms/c / Fcfs 

a_s/c = (Ms/c / Fcfs  )    for  Fsurf >> Fcfs 

a_s/c = (Mtot / Fsurf )    for  Fsurf  <  FCFS 

a_s/c =  
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S/C IMU telemetry readings: Constant Force above 62N 

Even if the surface decelerates the S/C+TAG at a constant rate that is above the a=4.13 

cm/s2 limit (the limit for FCFS=62N and MS/C=1500 kg ), the accelerations that will 

register on the IMUs will be a constant force and go directly from 0 (freefall) to the 62N 

CFS-limited deceleration of a=4.13 cm/s2 . For Figure 1 above, the measured 

deceleration by the S/C IMU (z direction) would be the Fsurf. 

 

 

 

 

Cases where penetration ~ CFS compression: Between perfectly hard or soft. 

In cases where there is some penetration of the TAG head, but with a force that initially 

or eventually exceeds that of the CFS’s 62N, the dynamics is more complex. This is 

essentially a case where we can consider the S/C and the TAG head as almost 

independently decelerating once the CFS begins compressing. Walsh has built a toy 

model to solve the deceleration equations, splitting the problem from S/C+TAG for 

F<62N, and separating their behavior when F>62N, and Scheeres has also worked out 

analytic calculations, and much of this should be captured in the in-progress numerical 

modeling. 

 

The math of this situation is not simple, and while the evolution of S/C and TAG can be 

separated, complications such as the TAG head decelerating much before the S/C make 

this at times complicated. Even after separating the evolution of S/C and TAG, the 

system center of mass will decelerate in a manner determined by the Force provided by 

the surface of Bennu, and can be tracked separately from the S/C and TAG.  

 

 

 

Toy Model Tests: 

Some end member cases are explored in Figure 2 below, showing the relationship 

between penetration depth, spring compression and IMU readings. Case 3 (red) is an 

endmember case with no deceleration – literally perfectly compliant surface, hence 0 

acceleration reading and constant penentration at 10cm/s. Case 1 provides a constant 

deceleration of 0.1 m/s2 which leads to an immediate compression of the CFS and a IMU 

reading that shows the CFS decelerating the spacecraft (constant at a=4.13 cm/s2). 

Meanwhile the TAG head penetrates 5 cm in 1 sec, and the CFS compressed 7.1 cm. 

Case 3 has a constant deceleration of 1 m/s2 which leads to 0.5 cm penetration in 0.1 sec 

and 11.6 cm compression of the CFS. 
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Figure 2: Here we see the modeled S/C IMU outputs (bottom) and the (top) penetration depths and 
spring compression amounts for a number of different simulated deceleration profiles. Case 3 (red) is an 
end member case with no deceleration – literally perfectly compliant surface, hence 0 acceleration 
reading and constant penetration at 10cm/s. Case 1 provides a constant deceleration of 0.1 m/s2 which 
leads to an immediate compression of the CFS and a IMU reading that shows the CFS decelerating the 
spacecraft (constant at a=4.13 cm/s2). Meanwhile the TAG head penetrates 5 cm in 1 sec, and the CFS 
compressed 7.1 cm. Case 3 has a constant deceleration of 1 m/s2 which leads to 0.5 cm penetration in 0.1 
sec and 11.6 cm compression of the CFS. 

 

Non-Simple Deceleration Profiles: 

A realistic deceleration profile is something under active research from a handful of 

numerical modeling groups (see Appendix C for a discussion of ongoing numerical 

research efforts). To expand the end-member case displayed above, here we envision that 

the deceleration profile is a function of the depth of the TAG head, or a function of the 

time since contact. While these are not (yet) physically motivated, profiles that employ 

profiles that are not constant, give rise to more diagnostic IMU profiles. In Figure 3, 

Cases 2 & 9 have depth dependent deceleration, of 0.5 and 50 m/s2 deceleration per 1cm 

of penetration. Cases 7 & 9 have time dependent deceleration profiles of 0.5 and 5.0 m/s2 

deceleration per 1 sec of interaction. The bottom panel shows the deceleration as 

measured on the S/C, and the top panel shows the depth of penetration (solid lines) and 

the compression of the CFS (dotted) for each case. For the lease penetration (Case 9, 

magenta, 1.3 cm) the CFS compresses 10.8 cm and the IMU reading goes from 0 to 62N 

in 0.01 sec (only two outputs of the 200Hz IMU). 
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Case 2 14.1 2.1 2.21 0.885 2.85 1.965 

Case 7 6.3 7.7 0.845 0.29 2.615 2.325 

Case 8 2.9 9.8 0.395 0.095 2.485 2.39 

Case 9 1.3 10.8 0.225 0.01 2.425 2.415 

 

 
Figure 3: Here a range of deceleration profiles are explored, where a range of penetration depths are 
found.  Cases 2 & 9 have depth dependent deceleration, of 0.5 and 50 m/s2 deceleration per 1cm of 
penetration. Cases 7 & 9 have time dependent deceleration profiles of 0.5 and 5.0 m/s2 deceleration per 
1 sec of interaction. The bottom panel shows the deceleration as measured on the S/C, and the top panel 
shows the depth of penetration (solid lines) and the compression of the CFS (dotted) for each case. For 
the lease penetration (Case 9, magenta, 1.3 cm) the CFS compresses 10.8 cm and the IMU reading goes 
from 0 to 62N in 0.01 sec (only two outputs of the 200Hz IMU). 
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APPENDIX D: Determining Constant Force Spring Compression  
 

Appendix C discussed the relationship between the penetration depth of the TAG head 

and the compression of the CFS. Here we examine other possible data that may provide 

constraints on the amount that the CFS has compressed. We identify four possible means 

to constrain this value, though all four require more investigation to understand the limits 

of the method. 

 

Indent Switch: The indicator that the CFS has been compressed is an indent switch, 

which first indicates ~2 cm of compression. The switch will then indicate ~10 cm of 

additional compression, and then ~2 cm beyond that. This pattern continues for another 

cycle, thus producing indications of compression in the ranges of 0-2 cm, 2-12 cm, 12-14 

cm, 14-24 cm, 24-26 cm and 26-30 cm (as per email from Dave Everett 10/7/14 quoted 

below – see clarification from Ben Clark also). 

 

“the approximate pattern: 

   - 2cm of travel before initial state change of microswitches to "contact" 

   - 10cm of additional travel before state change back to initial position to "no-contact" 

   - 2cm of additional travel before state change back to "contact" 

   - 10cm of additional travel before state change back to "no-contact" 

   - 2 cm of additional travel before state change back to "contact" 

   - 4 cm of travel before hardstop (no state change)  

“  - email of Dave Everett on 10/7/14 

 

Ben Clark suggests that the second measurement comes at 13 cm of travel, but that this 

will be calibrated with flight equipment. 

 
“The switch does not have a formal name (part # NFP30661400-501, for both).  

Informally, it is known as the “Pogo Switch.”  As Dave points out, there are two identical 

switches because these are mechanical and have recognized failure modes. 

  

The lever arm of the microswitch device rests in a detent on a cam.  The only intended function of 

the switch is to detect retraction of the pogo due to contact with the surface of Bennu.  It is not 

meant to be a gauge readout.  Nominally, the switch is expected to change state at some point 

within the first 2 cm of contraction.  This distance depends on the details of the internal trip point 

of the switch.  Once out of the detent, it will not encounter the detent again for approximately 13 

cm of travel.  The distance over which the new switch state exists at the detent may be as short as 

1.5 cm. 

 

It is not possible from the design to determine these numbers exactly.  However, during 

calibration of the arm for force versus distance travelled, this information could be obtained.” –

email from Ben Clark, 10/14/14 

 

 

Lidar ranging: TBD. What accuracy can Lidar determine Range from the Asteroid? 

How will it respond to a plume or other obscuration? Is this a viable way to determine 

CFS compression/penetration? Can Lidar Range estimates and/or point cloud assist in 

determing CFS compression via accurate S/C-Bennu range estimates? 
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SamCam imaging to estimate TAG range: SamCam will be imaging the TAG head at 

0.6 Hz during the TAG-event. Beyond the potential for before/after imaging of the TAG 

site, SamCam images could possibly be used to estimate the total compression of the 

Constant Force Spring by monitoring the change in distance to the TAG head by way of 

its changing angular size and thus the change in the number of pixels that it spans. Both 

of these are at risk of being compromised due to confusion/obscuration from lofted dust. 

 

Here is a (preliminary) plot of the number of pixels spanned by a 30cm object from 

ranges on order 2 meters (derived using Beth Clark’s formulation in the Footprint.xls 

retrieved from the Wiki). The relationship is simply: 

Resolution (m/pixel) = (Range/1m)*2*1.9e-4  ; [1.9e-4 = tan(0.38mrad/2000)] 

 

For scale, a 30cm object would cover 394 pixels from 2m and 404 pixels from 1.95m. If 

very accurate differences in the size of the TAG head can be measured (accuracy within a 

pixel), then cm-scale changes in distance could be possible: a range difference of 1 cm 

from 2 meters changes the size of a 30cm by approximately 2 pixels (394.737 at 2 meters, 

396.72 at 1.99 meters). 

 

 
 

 

Force/Deceleration profile of the CFS: The CFS spring will be calibrated pre-flight 

where the profile of its force as a function of distance will be measured. Any measured 

and reliable deviations from “constant” force could possibly provide indications of the 

total amount of spring compression based on the deceleration profile measured by the 

IMUs. For example, a clear spike in CFS force at 6 cm compression would be a valuable 

benchmark compression distance, and an indication that is between the otherwise distant 

2 or 12 cm compressions indicated by the indent switch. Beyond the uncertainties of CFS 

behavior after launch and many years of flight, there may simply not be measureable 

variations as a function of compression amount. More work on this possible resource will 

be re-visited after the calibration of the flight hardware Constant Force Spring. 
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APPENDIX E: TAGSAM Characterization 
 

Ben Clark STM5 talk summarizes the TAGSAM Capabilities Assessment plan. The 

refinement of the TAGSAM head is complete. The simulating environments in the plan 

include a range of gravity, pressure and particle density with tests planned for both 

Vacuum and reduced gravity environments. The regolith property parameter space is 

vast, including: Particle density, size and shape; Cohesiveness and compressive strength; 

Terrain tilt, tall or wide rocks, stratigraphy or buried obstacles. 

It is planned to have at least one operational TAGSAM Head on the ground, ready to do 

additional tests if the asteroid gives evidence of surface properties that we have not 

previously tested, based on data obtained during the orbital and reconnaissance 

observations.  If additional information obtained during an unsuccessful TAG 

demonstrates that there are regolith properties we still had not investigated, such a test 

system would be utilized.   

However, the turn-around time to cycle the vacuum system, measure the amount of 

material collected, and configure new test bed parameters is such that only a few tests 

could be made in a 24-hr period.  With a 1-week turnaround for diagnosing whether we 

have successfully obtained adequate sample material based on all the data available, it is 

the goal of the TAGSAM test system to be able to contribute information on this 

timescale.  In addition to sampling tests, the spacecraft engineering team will be 

analyzing all data in depth to understand if there were any anomalies in execution of the 

TAG. 

TBD: Summarize here the relationships between sampling success and both the 

measureable surface properties (Sampleability), and also the other possibly derived TAG 

event properties such as penetration depth, TAG Head geometry and the TAG Head force 

profile. 

APPENDIX F: Firing of the Gas – Gas Effects 
 

The firing of the gas is scheduled for ~1sec after the S/C detects contact with the Bennu 

(via S/C accelerometers, or CFS compression). The effects of the gas on the surface 

 

A few to 10 m/s velocities of material scattered by gas flow is expected, and similar 

values were seen in low-G tests. Ejecta velocity is dependent on the depth of subsurface 

fine particle layer. Maximum backscatter velocities are found just at the edge of the TAG 

head (8 m/s in some tests – higher velocities are directed into the TAG head), with a near 

linear dropoff in velocities out to ~70cm from the centerline (see slide 52 from “S2 02 

Regolith Backscatter Science Special Study Final R_CCv00001.pptx from STM 6 in 

Tucson).  
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A: Further work to link possible ejected material with global distribution of backscatter 

and with possible observed backscatter during TAG. 

APPENDIX G: Thruster Plume Surface Effects During Rehearsal 
 

We have received the estimates pressure profiles of the Thruster Plumes on the surface of 

Bennu during TAG Backaway and Rehearsal Return-to-Orbit burn (altitude 25m). The 

calculations include impingement pressure and shear profiles due to the thruster plumes. 

The pressure during the Rehearsal burn is on order a few 10-2 N and the maximum shear 

force is of similar magnitude and a factor of two less. 

 

Calculating the possible observable surface affects due to the Rehearsal burn is work in 

progress. It is possible that some surface properties could be constrained by observing the 

affects of the Thurster Plume interacting with the surface of Bennu. This information 

could both be ingested by the Sampleability and Safety Maps, and it could also help to 

inform the TAG Reconstruct efforts well before TAG. 

 

TBD: Phil Metzger has been sending pertinent literature and the surface profiles have 

been sent to Regolith expert and Co-I John Marshall. 

APPENDIX H: Atlas of Model Outcomes – S/C Asteroid Interaction 
 

Not included in the list of ingested Data Products is the proposed “Atlas” of numerical 

modeling outcomes. Current efforts are developing tools to model the S/C interaction 

with the surface of Bennu with particular focus on how changing surface properties 

affects the S/C telemetry outcome. While these tools are being built in Phase C/D/E, the 

short timeframe of the First Assessment does not leave significant time for utilizing to 

model significant new parameter sets post-TAG. Rather, they will be used to produce this 

“Atlas” of modeling outcomes that can be used as a reference during this short window of 

time. Thus, in many ways, an “Atlas” of numerical modeling results is a product, or 

dataset, in the hands of the TAG Reconstruct team during this entire First Assessment. 

 

We expect that the Numerical Modeling will help to modify the Sampling Success 

Algorithm, assist in interpreting IMU and telemetry data, assess the compression of the 

CFS and help to define bulk regimes of TAG+CFS+S/C behavior during TAG. This 

efforts are already informing the work in APPENDIX C. 

 

Three separate groups are currently funded to extend the modeling capabilities of the 

Spacecraft-regolith interaction. One is characterizing analog and end-member material 

physical properties and generating continuum models of TAG penetration, and two other 

groups are extending their numerical modeling of the TAG interaction with granular 

materials. 
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Keith Holsapple will be making a number of measurements on a series of analog 

materials in his lab to serve as calibrations for his numerical continuum models and the 

granular mechanics modelers. There are two groups studying granular mechanics with 

discrete element codes - Sanchez/Scheeres at CU and Michel/Ballouz/Richardson at 

Maryland. These latter groups will be focusing on improving their models of 

the  spacecraft behavior (POGO Spring, 6 degrees of freedom) while interacting with the 

regolith and will include simulated telemetry outputs from the spacecraft (IMU in all 6 

degrees of freedom). These studies will hopefully help us prepare a strategy to use the 

IMU data effectively, or at least constrain which regions of parameter space it will or 

won't be a viable tool. Much of this work will be finalized in late 2015. 

 

The January 15 Milestone has been received from Ballouz – showing the inclusion of a 

62N Constant Force Spring in their models. They demonstrated the results for 3 widely 

varying cases of surface compliance (yellow is very compliant, over 15 cm of 

penentration; magenta is moderate with  ~5cm penetration, and cyan is a hard surface 

allowing only ~1cm of penetration). The relationship between the CFS compression 

(dotted) and the penetration depth (solid), is very similar to the simple model results in 

Appendix C. 
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APPENDIX I: Regimes of Penetration Measured by POGO Switch 
 

We seek to build a lookup table of simple measureable parameters relation to bulk 

regimes of TAG+CFS+S/C behavior and any known correlation with sampling success. 

 

CFS switch ranges, penetration depth and nominal amounts of material mobilized: 

 

CFS 

compression 

range as 

measured by 

the indent 

switch 

Nominal range 

of TAG 

penetration 

(for 12.2 cm 

conserved) 

Volume 

mobilized 

(depth * 

10.5*10.5*3.14) 

Mass 

mobilized 

(assuming 1 g 

cm3 and 50% 

porosity) 

 

0-2 cm 10.2 - 12.2 cm ~3570-4270 cm3 ~1785 – 2135 g  

2-12 cm 0.2 – 10.2 cm ~70 – 3570 cm3 ~35 – 1785 g  

12-14 cm 0.0 – 0.2 cm ~0 - 70 cm3 ~0 – 35 g  

14-24 cm -- -- --  

 

 

TBD: Continue expand this table with the expected modeled amounts of penetration, to 

provide lookup tables of expected material mobilization, and eventually sampling success 

for different regimes of CFS (and IMU) behavior. 

APPENDIX J: Further Information on TAG Imaging Campaign 
 

“SamCam is a 22˚-FOV camera that documents the sample acquisition event from a 

range of 3-30 m.  It uses the same detector as the other 2 imagers and is also equipped 

with a filter wheel, this one contain 3 identical panchromatic filters that allow backup 

imaging if one or more pans get contaminated by the sampling event.  It also contains a 

diopter, similar to that mounted within the MapCam's filter wheel, that allows it to 

refocus at a range of 2 m, rather than 3, in order to achieve higher-resolution imaging of 

the TAGSAM head after the sampling event. SamCam is capable of providing wide-

angle OpNav although there are no current requirements for this function.” 

 

From AA_SampleAcquisition and Verification Science Report: 

“All OCAMS images taken during the TAG Rehearsals, TAG event and TAGSAM 

check prior to stowing the head will be processed through flat fielding, cosmetic 

correction, geometric and radiometric correction.   

From each of the TAG rehearsals the MapCam and SamCam images will be 

mosaicked to produce maps of the asteroid surface at the sample site. Previously 

identified features > 5-cm will be masked out on the TAG rehearsal maps using maps 

of the sample site created during the Orbital B and the Reconnaissance phases of the 

mission.  The TAG rehearsal maps will be visually inspected and areas on the maps 

that contain unresolved material will be marked and cataloged using an interactive 
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display tool.  Areas on the maps that contain resolved material < 5-cm in diameter 

will be identified and cataloged.  A subset of the areas containing resolved < 5-cm 

material will be analyzed by counting and cataloging the pebbles and grains in theses 

area and calculating a size-frequency distribution for these areas.  We will compare 

the size frequency-distributions and the TAG rehearsal maps with the size frequency-

distributions and the local maps from the Orbital B and Reconnaissance imaging 

campaigns to test whether our analyses of the surface composition and estimates of 

regolith size are accurate.  In particular we wish to ensure that there is not a sudden 

drop-off in regolith materials that are 2-cm or less in size and to also get an idea of 

the shapes of material components, i.e. are the pebbles and grains round or 

symmetrical in shape? Is some portion of the material oblong? Are there irregularly 

shaped pieces of material?  This information will be used in assessing probability of 

sampling success and will assist in assessing likelihood that sample was collected. 

All SamCam images taken during the TAG event will be co-registered 

photometrically corrected and then sequenced to create a movie that will document 

the sample collection.   

SamCam images just prior to sample collection and just after sample collection will 

be compared and measurements of the disturbed surface of RQ36 will be made to 

determine an estimate of the volume of the collected sample.” –  

“Calibrated images taken for each TAG rehearsal, the TAG event and the TAGSAM 

head checks as well as image mosaics from the TAG rehearsals will be available 

within 1 day of acquiring the data.  

Size frequency-distribution analyses (boulders, cobbles, pebbles, and grains) of 

selected areas of the TAG rehearsal image mosaics will be available 1 week after 

each TAG rehearsal.   

The movie documenting the TAG event during sample collection will be available 

within 1 week of the TAG event.   

The estimate of the size of the collected surface sample and a check for obstructions 

on the TAGSAM head that would prevent the SRC from closing will be available 

within 2 days of the TAG event.  “ 

OCAMs TAG imaging campaign summary: 

Camera Number of images Starting Ending 

SamCam 21 images (1/10sec) 26 meters 5 meters 

 36 (3 every 5 sec) 5 meters TAG+5sec 

 18 images (1/10sec) TAG+5sec TAG+3min 

    

MapCam 24 images (3/5sec) After Matchpoint  

    

OTES 34 min data at 0.5Hz Sample Attitude TAG+3min 

OVIRS 34 min data at 1Hz Sample Attitude TAG+3min 
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Rev. 1  (11-14-2013) 

NOTE: This is being replaced with the TAGFORCE data that is still being established with LM. KJW-2018 

Spacecraft Telemetry Stream for Touch and Go (TAG) 

Data Product Overview 

Data from the spacecraft (S/C) subsystems that can be taken during the critical part of the Touch and Go 

(TAG) sequence will aid the validation of the sampling sequence by comparison with expected results 

from the nominal sequence.  If the TAG sequence is unsuccessful, these data can be used in conjunction 

with science measurements to help identify the root cause(s) of problems encountered, and thereby 

help aid the determination of remedial actions in subsequent sampling attempts.  In addition, the 

telemetered engineering data can provide highly valuable information on the physical nature of the 

asteroidal surface. 

Overview 

     Data Types 

The components of the engineering data stream relevant to TAG is comprised of measurements 

associated with the various S/C subsystems, including the following :   Guidance, Navigation and Control 

(GN&C), Mechanisms, Thermal control, and Telecommunications.  For engineering housekeeping 

functions to monitor the health and safety of the spacecraft, these and other subsystem units will have 

their output data selectively combined into a continuous stream to provide the minimal quantity of data 

necessary to provide spacecraft housekeeping and safety data.   

     Data Rates 

At times, the telecommunications rate back to Earth will be as low as 40 bit/second (bps), and during 

the TAG sequence this is the only rate that will be available.  For a high-criticality time period such as 

TAG sampling, a much higher sampling rate is required.  These data can be stored onboard, and then 

downlinked after the sequence has completed.  It is the purpose of this document to identify the desired 

data from the standpoint of the TAG sampling event. 

Measurements Made, Scale, and Observations 

     The measurements, source, scale, pointing, and observation frequency are delineated in Table 1.  The 

following components and sensors are relevant to evaluation of TAG sampling success. 

Miniature Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) 

   This unit provides outputs of acceleration and angular rates as monitored near the center of gravity of 

the spacecraft. 

   Accelerometers 

Three accelerometers are arrayed geometrically to monitor accelerations along the X, Y, and Z axes 

(spacecraft-relative).  Their sensitivity is as low as ~10 micro-gee (0.1 mm/s^2) as observed during Mars 

aerobraking passes.  Sensing deceleration will be one of the two key measurements for detecting 

contact with the surface and triggering gas release for sampliing.   



The magnitude of the deceleration and the shape of the pulse during touchdown can be analyzed to 

determine the penetrability of the surface as a function of depth, and with laboratory studies could 

eventually result in estimates of compressive strength of regolith material.  Combining data from all 

three accelerometers can provide information on the angle of contact with the surface, the 

conformation of the TAGSAM head with the local slope, and the dynamics of the interaction. 

   Gyroscopic Sensors 

Three gyroscopes are arrayed similarly to the accelerometers, with sensitivity to as given in Table 1.  

These data can be used to infer the resistance of the surface as the TAGSAM head contacts the surface 

at a non-zero angle of attack.   

SARA Mechanisms 

These consist of the sampling arm stepper motors, angle-position potentiometers, and the pogo switch.  

Arm orientation and attitude state are commanded by motor steps relative to hard-stop zero positions, 

with coarse verification by analog potentiometer readouts.  Dual-redundant pogo switches verify if the 

arm spring has been compressed during the TAG event, which will happen if the resistance of the 

regolith exceeds the spring force (nominally, 54 N).  These measurements are effectively discrete binary 

states. 

Thermal Control and Monitoring 

Temperature sensors for the spacecraft are populated at strategic points (not yet selected) for thermal 

control and general monitoring to validate the S/C Thermal Model for propagation to other locations. 

Star Camera 

This system may not be enabled during the TAG sequence (under review).  If it is operating, it will 

generate pointing direction via the quaternion for spacecraft attitude.  Through continuous readout, it 

will be possible to reconstruct any changes in S/C attitude during the Touch dynamics.  This will provide 

additional evidence, although with significantly less sensitivity, to the compressive strength of the 

surface as well as to possible effects of obstacles interacting with the sampling arm.   

Flash Lidar 

This unit, a part of the GN&C system, will obtain range and some topographic profile information during 

the approach to the surface, starting at a maximum distance of 1,000 meters.  Although this unit is not 

guaranteed to sense the topography of the exact touchdown point because of being off-pointed relative 

to the possible directions of lateral drift of the S/C during the approach, it can give general information 

on the topographic variability as well as document the final approach velocity. 



 

Table 1.  Telemetry Data Streams Relevant to TAG and TAG Success [to be updated] 

Note:  The IMU Outputs may be segregated to a dedicated ApID, with 200 Hz readout rate. 

 

When Scheduled in the DRM 

These measurements are made during the TAG Sequence, with strong emphasis on the time period 

between Match Point and that point at which the Back-Away portion has ceased interaction with the 

surface and any backscattered material, approximately TBD minutes after initiation of back-away engine 

thrusting. 

Latency in Production of Data Product 

This is part of the engineering data stream, but the recorded engineering data portions will be 

downlinked at high priority, within telecommunication limits which depend on spacecraft attitude, 

range to Earth, and other factors.  Currently, it is planned for this downlink over the HGA (High Gain 

Antenna) to occur 12 hours post-sampling.  Once the data are received by the DSN, the latency is very 

minimal as these data will be converted in real time to engineering units for display on Mission 

Operations consoles in the Mission Support Area (MSA) and available for data queries. 

 



Use of these Data Products 

These data are applicable to the evaluation of sampling success, especially if subsequent observations 

such as imaging of the TAGSAM Head and measurement of collected mass indicate unsuccessful 

sampling of the required amount of material.  Although not the primary purpose, these results will also 

be of significant interest to long-term science analysis because they provide important parameters of 

reaction of the surface material to the probing by the Head and hence evaluation of many 

characteristics of the surface (bearing strength, cohesion, etc.) that cannot be obtained simply by 

remote sensing observations. 

DataProduct Structure and Organization 

     Structure of the Data Product 

These data will be in the form of standard Application ID (ApID) Telemetry Files used by the MSA and 

other missions.  These will be written, as appropriate, to facilitate implementation and access to 

relevant telemetry data by authorized members of the  SPOC and Science Team. This effort will begin in 

late 2013, and be formalized by approximately mid-2014, via definition of the Telemetry Data Dictionary 

(TDD). 

     Organization of the Products 

The number of files will depend on data collection, transmission, and other factors, but will constitute a 

continuous data stream that encompases the entire TAG phase of the mission. 

Data Product Format Descriptions 

     Header Information (metadata) 

All data will be time tagged, with the primary unit of SCLK (spacecraft clock time), in decimalized 

seconds.  This is also convertible to UTC (Universal Time), both for time of data collection on the 

spacecraft and for Earth Receipt Time from transmission from the spacecraft.  Instrument and/or unit 

identifications will be included. 

     Detailed Description of Data Format 

All data is available in ASCII as exported *.TXT files. 

These data are provided in an as-received engineering stream, but can be partitioned into separate 

cumulative time streams for each instrument.  Upon request by authorized operations personnel, 

including SPOC and designated science team members, these separated instrument-specific streams can 

be exported as individual ASCII files, using Tab-delimited format to add import into various software 

programs, including spreadsheets. 

Displays of these data are available on engineering monitors in the MSA, or can be displayed by users 

with other software.  Query software is standard for extracting these data using ASIST (Advanced 

System Integration and System Test).   

Data Product Generation 

     How / Who Generates the Data 



The input product is the telemetry stream as transferred from the DSN to the MSA.  No inputs are 

required from the Science Team.  The format of the data stream is standard NASA Packetized Data 

(CCSDS compliant). 

     Calibration and Algorithms Required 

Calibration factors, parametric curves, and any necessary algorithms to convert data bits to engineering 

units for the various sensors are the responsibility of the Spacecraft Engineering Team and the MSA. 

     Science Team Interface 

The Science Team Member who is assigned responsibility for interfacing with the primary data and 

producing any further products is the Lead of the TAGSAMWG (TAGSAM Working Group), Benton Clark. 

     Will Multiple Versions be Produced 

Yes, in terms of refinements and correlation with SPICE kernals which are subject to update.  No changes 

to calibration curves are anticipated unless changes in measurement performance are noted, possibly 

due to the unusual environment of the asteroid surface and the interaction of the spacecraft with it.  All 

updated versions will be clearly identified with respect to revision identification, date of revision, and 

reference to a log of revisions with ancillary information such as purpose, etc.  The cadence of delivery 

of these multiple versions is determined by the cadence of SPICE updates. 

Data Product Validation 

     How will the product be vetted 

These data, and the processing of their data streams will be tested repeatedly, starting with the STL 

(Sequence Test Laboratory) and SoftSim-generated sequences.  The Test portion of ATLO (Assembly, 

Test and Launch Operations) will be the first opportunity for spacecraft-generated data streams, 

followed by and then continuing into Cruise operations and ORT’s (Operational Readiness Tests).  During 

ATLO, the TAGSAM cannot be fully operated, but all sensors will at one time or another be exercised, 

including IMU readouts, switch activations, temperature measurements, and functional performance 

verification of Star Trackers and Flash Lidar units. 

   These tests will include verification of the build of the engineering data stream product, as well as the 

capabilities to decode the data, apply calibration curves, query the results, and post-process for more 

sophisticated analysis. 

Data Flow 

     Data Flow Diagrams 

The flow path is from DSN to the Front-End Data System (FEDS), including storage on MSA workstations, 

and thence in response to ASIST Queries by MSA discipline specialists, SPOC operations, and Science 

Team members. 

[reserved for Fig. 1] 

Fig. 1.  Data Flow Diagram for access and processing of OSIRIS-REx telemetry data. 



     Size of Data Products 

Data product is small for most measurements, as indicated in Table 1.  However, the IMU output is 

commandable to high-rate measurements, and the data size will scale with the commanded rate and 

the amount of these data which will be sent to the downlink queue.  Flash Lidar data can also be 

voluminous, but current plans are for only portions of these data to be used in onboard autonomous 

decisions (triggers), and storage is currently under evaluation. 

     Time Spans 

These data span the entirety of the TAG Sequence and return to a distance beyond which interaction 

with the asteroid occurs.  This data product is produced and downlinked at first available opportunity at 

maximum priority because it includes data essential for evaluating health and safety of the spacecraft. 

Standards Used to Generate Data Product 

Spacecraft time is correlated to UTC by comparisons with ground time and periodic updating.  The 

coordinate system will be the spacecraft-centric standard system for OSIRIS-REx and also the asteroid 

coordinate system(s) anchored to the Center of Figure for Bennu.   

Data Storage will be accomplished on MSA Workstations and on computers used by the Query 

customers, including SPOC and Science Team Members.  The primary resource for data will remain with 

the MSA. 
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